This paper presents a highly-efficient approach to matched-field localization of an unknown number of ocean acoustic sources employing a graphics processing unit (GPU) for massively parallel computations. A Bayesian formulation is developed in which the number, locations, and complex spectra (amplitudes and phases) of multiple sources, as well as noise variance at each frequency, are considered unknown random variables constrained by acoustic data and prior information. The number of sources is determined during an initial burn-in stage by minimizing the Bayesian information criterion using an efficient birth/death scheme. Marginal posterior probability distributions for source locations are then computed using Gibbs sampling. Source and noise spectra are sampled implicitly by applying analytic maximum-likelihood solutions in terms of the source locations (explicit parameters). This greatly reduces the dimensionality of the inversion, but requires solving a very large number (order 105) of complex matrix inversions for each sample of the explicit parameters. These inversions can be solved in parallel on a GPU, increasing efficiency by a factor of ~100. Examples are given of localizing a large number of sources (up to 10) in near real time.
INTRODUCTION
Matched-field processing methods have been applied extensively to localize an acoustic source in the ocean based on matching acoustic fields measured at an array of hydrophones with replica fields computed via a numerical propagation model for a grid of possible source locations. Recent work has considered simultaneous localization of multiple sources using a Bayesian formulation in which the source locations, complex source strengths (representing amplitudes and phases), and noise variance are considered random variables constrained by acoustic data and prior information [1] [2] [3] . This paper presents an efficient approach to localizing an unknown number of sources which makes use of analytic maximum-likelihood (ML) solutions for source strength and noise variance [2, 4] to reduce the number of explicit parameters in the problem. The Bayesian information criterion (BIC), which represents an information measure that balances data misfit with a penalty for extraneous parameters [5] , is minimized to determine the number of sources present. The minimization is carried out using simulated annealing with Gibbs sampling [6] applied over source locations. Gibbs sampling and the ML implicit formulation provide an efficient scheme for adding and deleting sources with a reasonable acceptance rate during the minimization. This approach requires a very large number of complex matrix inversions to compute conditional probability distributions required for Gibbs sampling. These matrix inversions are carried out massively in parallel on a graphics processing unit (GPU), which increases efficiency by two orders of magnitude. A simulated example is presented which considers localizing several quiet submerged sources in the presence of multiple loud near-surface interferers.
INVERSE THEORY
This section develops the Bayesian approach to multiple-source localization [2, 3] . Consider data d = {d f ; f = 1, N F } consisting of complex acoustic fields at an array of N H hydrophones for N F frequencies. The field at each frequency are assumed to be due to s = 1, N S acoustic sources at locations (ranges and depths) x = {x s , s = 1, N S } = {(r s , z s ), s = 1, N S } with complex strengths a = {[a f ] s }. Errors on d f are assumed to be complex Gaussian distributed with unknown variance ν f . Let m = {x,a,ν} represent the set of unknown model parameters. Data and parameters are considered to be random variables related by Bayes' rule
In Eq. (1), the posterior probability density (PPD), P(m|d,N S ), represents the state of information for the parameters incorporating both data information, P(d|m,N S ), and prior information, P(m|N S ). Interpreting the conditional probability P(d|m,N S ) as a function of m for the (fixed) observed data d defines the likelihood
, where E is the data misfit (negative log likelihood) function. Given the assumptions stated above, the likelihood is given by
where d f (x s ) represents the modeled acoustic fields for a unit-amplitude, zero-phase source at location x s and D f is an N H x N S complex matrix of acoustic fields with the hs-th element defined
where the misfit function is given by
Implicit sampling over source strengths and noise variances is derived by setting 0
where H indicates Hermitean (conjugate transpose) and I is the identity matrix. Applying these in Eq. (4), the misfit can be written
Evaluating Eq. (6) for specific x automatically applies the ML solution for a and ν, and hence accounts for the corresponding variability in source strengths and variances implicitly. This greatly reduces the dimensionality and improves the efficiency of multiple-source localization. Determining the number of sources that contribute significantly to the acoustic field may be considered an application of model selection; i.e., seeking the most appropriate N S given the measured data d. In Bayes' rule, Eq.
(1), the conditional probability P(d|N S ) may be considered the likelihood of N S , and is referred to as the Bayesian evidence for N S . Since the evidence serves as a normalizing factor in Bayes' rule it can be written
Unfortunately, numerical solution of this integral is not practical for all models sampled in the localization algorithm. Rather, an asymptotic point estimate, the BIC, is applied here [5] :
where m is the ML source location obtained by minimizing Eq. (6) and N d is the number of data. As the BIC is based on the negative log likelihood, low BIC values are preferred. The first term on the right of Eq. (8) favors models with low misfits; however, this is balanced by the second term which penalizes unjustified free parameters.
Minimizing the BIC provides the smallest number of acoustic sources which fits the data to within uncertainties, or, conversely, the largest number of sources resolved by the data.
LOCALIZATION ALGORITHM AND GPU PROCESSING
The multiple-source localization algorithm developed here optimizes over the number and locations of acoustic sources, as well as the complex source strengths and noise variance at each frequency, by minimizing the BIC. This minimization is carried out by applying simulated annealing optimization [6] . Simulated annealing (SA) minimizes an objective function ) (m  over a series of iterations in which the model parameters are sampled while a control parameter T (temperature) is reduced. In Metropolis SA, perturbations are applied to m and accepted with probability )],
where   represents the change in  due to the perturbation. Alternatively, in heat-bath SA, a new parameter m i is
in which all but the ith parameter are held fixed at their current values, and accepted unconditionally (a procedure referred to as Gibbs sampling).
In the SA optimization developed here, source locations are treated as explicit parameters, and source strengths and variances as implicit parameters. Each iteration of the SA process consists of sampling all source locations as well and attempting to either add or remove a source. Heat-bath simulated annealing is applied to source locations in terms of two-dimensional (2D) Gibbs sampling, i.e., drawing the range and depth for each source in turn from the 2D conditional probability distribution defined using Eq. (6) with all other sources held fixed. Adding and deleting sources during the optimization is an example of trans-dimensional inversion [7] , [8] , in which these moves are accepted or rejected according to the Metropolis criterion, Eq. (9). As such, the manner in which new sources are proposed is very important. Adding sources of random strength at locations drawn from a uniform distribution over the search region has an extremely low probability of improving the solution and suffers a high rejection rate, resulting in a very inefficient algorithm. Likewise, deleting sources purely at random is an inefficient procedure. In the multiple-source localization algorithm developed here, the range and depth for a new source are drawn by 2D Gibbs sampling given the current locations of all existing sources. Further, the complex strengths for all sources are implicitly assigned the ML values given by Eq. (5). Assigning new source parameters in this manner has a far higher probability of producing a good fit to the acoustic data, and hence being accepted according to the Metropolis criterion, than uniform random draws. The probability of drawing a good source location increases as the temperature decreases according to Eq. (10), in keeping with a wide search of the parameter space at high T, and a more focused local search to ensure convergence at low T. To improve the acceptance rate of deleting a source from the model, the procedure developed here is to resample the locations of the existing sources by 2D Gibbs sampling, again applying the ML source strength estimates. This allows the remaining sources to re-distribute themselves so as to best accommodate the change in the total acoustic field due to the deleted source.
Applying the implicit formulation in multi-source localization reduces the number of explicit parameters in the optimization from 2N S (1+N F ) + N F to 2N S . For example, for case considered in the following section, which considers up to 7 sources and 3 frequencies, in which case the number of unknown parameters is reduced from 59 to 14. However, the implicit formulation, Eq. (6), requires a large number of complex matrix inversions. In particular, for matched-field localization with an N r x N z range-depth search grid, the number of matrix inversions required to create the conditional probability distribution to Gibbs sample a single source location is N F N r N z . The case in the following section uses 200 grid points in range and 100 in depth, and, hence, requires 60,000 matrix inversions for each source location sample. Fortunately, these matrix inversions are independent and can be carried out in parallel to improve efficiency. In this paper, the matrix inversions are carried out in parallel using the compute unified device architecture (CUDA) on a Nvidia GTX 570 GPU, which results in a factor of ~100 improvement in efficiency over a sequential CPU implementation for the case considered here. The combination of the parameter reduction via implicit sampling and massively parallel matrix inversion on a GPU provides a highly efficient multisource localization algorithm.
EXAMPLE
This section presents a (simulated) example of the multiple-source localization algorithm involving 2 submerged sources and 3 louder near-surface interfering sources (a total of N S = 5 sources), with acoustic fields recorded at N F = 3 frequencies of 200, 300, and 400 Hz at a 24-hydrophone vertical array spanning a 100-m water column. The ranges, depths, and signal-to-noise ratios (SNR, taken to be constant over frequency) of the sources are as follows: Source 1 (8 km, 4 m, 10 dB); Source 2 (3 km, 2 m, 8 dB); Source 3 (5.5 km, 2 m, 6 dB); Source 4 (4 km, 30 m, 4 dB); and Source 5 (6 km, 60 m, 0 dB). Acoustic fields are computed using a normal-mode propagation model with complex Gaussian-distributed random errors applied to achieve the SNR values for the measured data given above. The source search region is 0-10 km in range and 0-100 m in depth, with N r = 200 grid points in range and N z = 100 grid points in depth. The number of sources in the inversion is allowed to vary from 1 to 7. The algorithm is initialized with one source at a temperature of T 0 = 10, and fast cooling is employed with T i+1 = 0.9 T i .
The results of the multi-source localization are shown in Fig. 1 . The BIC drops quickly (although not monotonically) with iteration of the SA process. The number of sources quickly settles into the range of 4-6, and converges to the correct value of N S = 5 by about iteration 30. All source ranges and depths are correctly determined by about iteration 40, with the order in which the sources converge approximately following that of decreasing source SNR (i.e., the highest SNR source converges first, followed by the second highest, etc.). Not counting the initial acoustic-field calculations, the SA inversion for multi-source localization illustrated in Fig. 1 required only 3 s of computation time on a single processor core of a 2.2 GHz desktop computer and an off-the-shelf GPU. Inversion results as a function of simulated annealing iteration for BIC, number of sources, and ranges and depths of up to 6 sources (a maximum of 7 sources was allowed, but never accepted in the inversion). An absent source is assigned zero range and depth. The BIC is arbitrarily shifted so the minimum value corresponds to zero. Sources are ordered according to SNR. Dotted lines indicate true values.
SUMMARY
This paper developed and illustrated Bayesian inversion for the simultaneous localization of an unknown number of ocean acoustic sources. The approach is based on formulating the posterior probability density over the source locations and complex source strengths (amplitudes and phases) and noise variances. The Bayesian information criterion was minimized over all these parameters, as well as over the number of sources, providing the optimal trade-off between data misfit and model parameterization and identifying the number of sources resolved by the data. The minimization was carried out efficiently by Gibbs-sampling simulated annealing over source locations, with analytic maximum-likelihood solutions applied for source strengths and noise variances which allow these parameters to be sampled implicitly. Sources were added to the model during inversion using Gibbs sampling and ML source strengths to provide a good acceptance rate in Metropolis simulated annealing. Similarly, when a source was deleted, Gibbs sampling was applied to re-adjust the remaining sources and improve the acceptance rate. The implicit formulation significantly reduces the number of explicit parameters included in the minimization but requires a large number (60,000, for the example considered here) of complex matrix inversions to compute the conditional probability distribution from which a single source location is drawn. These matrix inversions were carried out in parallel on a GPU, resulting in an improvement of two orders of magnitude in efficiency over sequential CPU computations. The multi-source localization was illustrated for a 5-source, 3-frequency example involving 3 relatively strong near-surfaces sources (SNRs of 10 and 8 dB) and 2 quieter submerged source (SNRs = 6, 4, 0 dB). Minimizing the BIC correctly determined the number of sources present, and all sources were successfully localized in approximately 1 s of computation time.
